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Racial Comrades: I am going to address the issue of this "Occupy
Wall Street" fervor that has been sweeping the land like a breath of
cleansing air! 

THE NATIVES ARE GETTING RESTLESS, AND ZOG FEARS IT
MIGHT HAVE A POPULAR UPRISING ON ITS HANDS - finally! 

This issue is TAYLOR MADE for National Socialists, as well as WN
who are serious about DOING SOMETHING - MORE - than shouting
"racial slurs" and acting like "poster boys of hate" loons.

After all - JUST WHO - are the WALL STREET BANKERS? The vast
majority are JEWS - and the others are SPIRITUAL JEW materialists,
who would sell their own mother's gold teeth for a PROFIT. And
MORE and MORE people are AWARE of this truth, are not only NOT
afraid to TALK ABOUT IT - they're shouting it on WALL STREET!

I urgently URGE all of you to TAKE PART and JOIN IN when these
protests hit your neck of the woods. Produce some flyers
EXPLAINING the "JEW BANKER" influence - DON'T wear anything
marking you as an "evil racist" - and GET OUT THERE and SPREAD
the WORD! Put as a "contact point" on your literature, our
www.ANP14.com address - it won't immediately "scare off" some of
these scaredy-cats for even looking at our FACTS - for FACTS they
ARE! 

If you are unable to produce your own leaflets - check out the
"support" section of our website - there are a LOT of good flyers there
to utilize. 

This issue reminds me a LOT of the "GASOLINE SHORTAGE" of the
1970's - where National Socialists found a HUGE receptive audience,
for our viewpoints - per the JEWISH CONTROL of OUR
GOVERNMENT and its insane support for Zionist Israel, and the Arab
Oil Boycott that hit OUR people so hard. 

As I have so often in the past spoke on - the White Working Class - is
going PAST, the BOILING POINT, and is quickly reaching ULTIMATE
EXPLOSION! THEY want ANSWERS! THEY want RESULTS! All of
which this evil corrupt, decadent JUDEO-CAPITALIST SYSTEM is
incapable of giving them. WHY? Because its BOUGHT and SOLD to
the CORPORATE ELITISTS who are fast turning America into a
"South American" style - THIRD WORLD WAGE-SLAVE STATE - (
complete with MILLIONS of BROWN illegal aliens willing to ACCEPT
YOUR JOB for LOW WAGES and NO BENEFITS ) where, currently
3% of the population CONTROL 85% of the nation’s WEALTH! And
the "GREAT DIVIDE" is GROWING each and every year that passes. 

WE - the WHITE WORKING CLASS - have been LIED TO and totally
DECIEVED - just the other day, the system APPROVED THREE
MORE so-called "Free-Trade" deals. ALL of which mean that MORE
JOBS are going to be SENT OVERSEAS - YOUR JOBS! Don't you
CARE? Enough to DO SOMETHING? 

NOW is the TIME! GET INVOLVED! IT’S YOUR FUTURE THAT WE
ARE TALKING ABOUT.
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YOU can DO - ONE of TWO THINGS - SUBMIT to the uncaring
GREED of these CORORATE, WALL STREET THUGS and their
SOCK-PUPPETS in GOVERNMENT. OR, - YOU can RESIST! I
CHOOSE RESISTANCE for MY FAMILY and MYSELF! 

Marching over a cliff.
by Steve Davenport

The people of the US have let themselves be led by greedy idiots to
the edge of a cliff. If something isn't done soon, the white middle class
will simply cease to exist. We're practically there already. It’s not just
us its the world too. Europe is in meltdown. Thanks to our supposed
all-knowing elite, Europe was conned into forming itself into a united
country so to speak. The results of this are now apparent. Europe's
nations are trapped like cattle in a corral. They must all march in lock
step. There is no room for maneuver. Now the strong economies
MUST bail out the weak ones debt, or be left holding the bag. Its kind
of like post world one reparations returns. With the same unfairness,
and confusion. Europe followed the American example of living
beyond your means, and letting the mega capitalists do as they
please. The death of the Euro is imminent. No one has the money for
unlimited bailouts. How sad it is that the Europeans have no
backbone any more. Seeing how the US is just constantly bailing out
its rich capitalists, you'd think they'd avoid our mess. Their leaders are
just ZOG slaves, to do as they are told.

South Asia has become such a mess for the US, its really amazing.
Our ruling elite wages war in an area of the world that is totally alien in
customs to us. 10 years in Afghanistan isn't enough, it now is painfully
obvious that Pakistan isn't our friend, and the US will be soon at war
against Pakistan. There is too much friction, and distrust between the
2 nations. The US wants to destroy the Taliban, Haqqani, and AL-
Queda groups. They want Pakistan to do it for us. Pakistan wants no
part of our wars. So the US will invade and do it itself, over Pakistani
dead bodies. More war in South Asia. This is for the good of the
country? War between the US and Pakistan is inevitable the longer
we stay in that region. We have too great differences. Our elite is
ruthless, and determined to get its way.

Our ruling elite have been waging class warfare for quite a while now.
Up to now, they've kept it low key, so as not to rile the ignorant
masses. Now that Communism is gone, they feel its OK to be brazen
about it. The rich are dumping the financial mess on everyone else.
They intend to never pay taxes. Certainly not their fair share. Did
anyone see any millionaires, or billionaires step up to the plate for the
big bank bailout, and offer their mucho bucks to help the nation? No, it
was the US govt, the American taxpayer, who got stuck with the
check. This is truly outrageous. The American middle class is barely
surviving, thanks to the big money types, sending our jobs overseas
to non white cheap labor (to put it kindly) nations. What nerve. What
utter gaul. Then to add insult to injury, they tell us that we need to do
away with social programs, as there is no money to pay for them, and
pay the national debt, which is now much too high. How can we pay
for anything, without jobs? Outsourcing to overseas, while illegal
immigrants come in to take jobs. Giving non whites jobs, because of
racial quotas, so that whites get shut out of the public sector jobs in
their own country. Its now not anymore a white country, then it is a
white govt. Having a black president makes it all too clear who's
running the show. We might as well have national ZOG day. It makes
as much sense as MLK birthday being a national holiday.
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The mega predator capitalist govt/system we have now, is bound and
determined to make sure that the white middle class is enfeebled, if
not outright eliminated totally. Every opportunity for a decent wage, is
being destroyed. Our kids are being left with a world of nothingness to
look forward to. Decent wages a thing of the past. It is truly amazing
how our rulers don't get it that a consumer nation needs consumers.
People need jobs to make money to consume. They talk about
creating jobs, but all they need do is NOT give them away. Giving rich
people tax breaks, is senseless. Rich people are rich, they need not
spend money. They can happily deposit it in banks, and collect
interest. Why would they bother creating jobs? How does that really
benefit them? We've lived in la la land for too long. We can expect
(and should have expected) NOTHING from the rich elite. They have
no love for us, nor respect. As far as they're concerned they don't
need us, and there is no convincing them otherwise.
OK, if they don't need us, let's not need them. We need to embrace a
new system. One based on race and the folk community, rather then
wealth and power. A govt system that needs its people as much as
they need it. 

National Socialism is based on entirely different premises as Judeo-
Capitalism. Its needs and requirements are people based, not money
based. We need a system that doesn't throw its people callously on
the garbage dump, or let them be mown down on the battlefield
fighting useless wars. If you're tired of the corruption and misspent
money, then you need to support the ANP. Think of every dollar
donated, as another vote in protest of the system corruption. Think of
every piece of lit given out, as yet another protest against a system of
lies, betrayal, and just out and out villainy. Think of every person who
becomes a supporter as an ally to guarantee our kids future, and a
guardian against the destruction of the white middle class. All this
aiming toward a unified racial front to stop the ZOG elite from robbing
us blind. 

Comrades, National Socialism is NOT some "right-wing, reactionary"
ideology that sucks-up to the WEALTHY and the INFLUENTAL no
matter "HOW" greedy and evil they are, like lick-spittle SLAVES! NO! 

National Socialists are REVOLUTIONARIES seeking a BETTER,
HEALTHIER, more COMPASSIONATE WORLD for their children's
needs. By "sitting back" and ALLOWING this growing EVIL to inflict
our land - America's White Workers have basically ALLOWED over
these past years - this SEWER that currently SURROUNDS US ALL -
to HAPPEN and to FLOURISH. This must STOP!

That TRILLION-DOLLAR BAILOUT to the WALL STREET BANKERS
was the LAST STRAW for ANYONE to have to bear! It was
SUPPOSED to "FIX THINGS" - just WHAT did it FIX? It’s been
BUSINESS as USUAL for the BANKSTERS - while America's White
Workers have FELT the RAMMING and JAMMING, until we have had
ENOUGH. 

Like I wrote at the time - IF that TRILLION had been GIVEN to the
PEOPLE - instead of the BANKSTERS, this economy would be
FLUSH with cash! In turn, people would have BOUGHT things, and
NEW JOBS would have been CREATED - IF, of course this SYSTEM
would have INVESTED in AMERICA, instead of INVESTING in their
"GLOBAL ECONOMY" of INTERNATIONAL BANKSTERS.

Comrades the "BLINDERS" are finally COMING OFF many
Americans! They are SEEING ala the movie "They Live!" - the
CRUEL, EVIL ENEMY that CONTROLS America. OUR America! And
their ANGER is STIRRING. It’s TIME to FAN those FLAMES! THIS is
only the beginning.....
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For White Worker Power! Hail Victory! 88!
Rocky J. Suhayda , Chairman www.AmericanNaziParty.com
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